
51 Caldari Road, Units 6-7B
Concord, Ontario, L4K 4G3

T: 416-661-4499, F: 416-661-8903, E: 49@49bespoke.com

Wheel Assemblies
Sizes Anodized Plastic Rubber Q-Grip Stainless Titanium NF & Surge Blax Bbraver Carbolife

all sizes 22 to 26 24-25-26 24-25-26 24-25-26 24-25-26 24-25-26 24-25 24-25 24-25

Spinergy L / SL 22” to 700C $1,103 $1,183 $1,213 $1,343 $1,393 $1,503 $1,593 $1,533 $1,741
Spinergy LX / SLX 22” to 700C $1,348 $1,428 $1,458 $1,558 $1,638 $1,748 $1,838 $1,778 $1,986
Spinergy XSL 24-25-26” $1,138 $1,218 $1,248 $1,378 $1,428 $1,538 $1,628 $1,568 $1,776
Spinergy XLX / XSLX 24-25-26” $1,418 $1,570 $1,528 $1,658 $1,708 $1,818 $1,908 $1,848 $2,056
Spinergy LXL Round & Blade 24-25-26” $1,278 $1,348 $1,388 $1,518 $1,568 $1,678 $1,768 $1,708 $1,916
Spinergy LX Flex 24-25” $1,648
Spinergy CLX 24-25" $1,808 $1,888 $1,918 $2,048 $2,098 $2,208 $2,208 $2,238 $2,446
Spinergy Wire 20” to 26” $558 $638 $668 $798 $848 $958 $1,048 $988 $1,196
Sun CR20 24” to 700C $690 $770 $800
Sun Zero G 24-25” $578 $658 $688 $818 $868 $978 $1,048 $1,008 $1,216
Sun Fusion 16 24-25-26” $608 $688 $718 $848 $898 $1,008 $1,078 $1,038 $1,246
Equalizer 24” to 700C $748 $828 $858 $988 $1,038 $1,148 $1,350 $1,178 $1,386
Round Betty Dino 24-25” $1,238 $1,318 $1,348 $1,478 $1,528 $1,638 $1,708 $1,668 $1,876
Mag X-Core 18” to 24” $480 $630 $890
X-Core CF 25" 25” $1,303 $1,518 $1,698
X-Core CF 24" 24" $1,488 $1,648 $1,828
Loop Wheels Classic 24-25” $1,998 $2,238 $2,796
Loop Wheels Carbon 24-25” $2,698 $2,938 $3,496
Loop Wheels Urban 24-25" $3,898 $4,288 $4,696
Loop Wheels Extreme 507 $3,898 $4,288 $4,696
Off Road BATEC 507 $690 $770 $800
Off Road Challenger 507 $778 $868 $898
Softwheels 3.0 24-25" $2,795 $3,268 $3,676
Softwheels 3.0 CF 24-25" $3,295 $3,525 $3,933
Heavy Duty 24-25-26" $908 $988 $1,018 $1,148 $1,198 $1,308 $1,378 $1,338 $1,546
Glance (all) 24-25” $1,250  ... until end of stock
Spintek (all) 24-25” $1,700

22=501  24=540  25=559  26=590  700C=622

E & OE Errors and omissions excepted

The above pricing reflects the retail pricing of a pair of wheels complete with the appropriate push rims, tires, tubes, and rim tape (extremely important on high pressure
installations). Tofu, IRC Exeracer Pro, Swchwalbe One, Foam Inserts, etc are extra as per the cost in the parts price list.

NOTE: We have a number of other wheels in stock or able to source along with drum or disc brakes; all your needs from daily use, sport, ultra-light through bariatric, etc. We would
appreciate your inquiries on all wheels and tires, snap on push rim covers to provide a rubber/plastic replacement for anodized push rims, etc.
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(24'') 2558
(24'') 3258
(24'') 4458

$930 $980 $1,090 $1,160 $1,120 $1,400

$930 $980 $1,090 $1,160 $1,120 $1,400

N/A
N/A




